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The present News Letter has many interesting items
for the students – the first Visit of Sri G.S. Panda Das,
IAS, Commissioner of Collegiate Education, a
motivational talk on Career Planning by Smt. B.
Rajakumari, IPS, SP-Rajamahendravaram Urban
District, ‘Open Heart’ program with Principal
organised by English Club, and many more interesting
news related to the Republic Day Parade and Flash
Mob performance by the students, etc.
We look forward to receiving your valuable feedback
to make this News Letter more useful.
Thanking you,
Noojilla Srinivas
Lecturer in English - Coordinator, Career Guidance
Cell & Editor- “Career Carpet” News Letter
noojillasrinivas@gmail.com

Career Guidance Cell Members:
1. Smt. K. SYAMALA DEVI, Lecturer in Telugu
2. Dr. M.R. GOUTHAM, Lecturer in Geology
3.

4.
5.
6.

Dr. K. RAVEENDRA BABU, Lecturer in Chemistry
Smt. D. JAYASREE, Lecturer in Microbiology
Sri P. Vara Prasad, Lecturer in Commerce
Sri P. BABJEE, Lecturer in Political Science

***
Note: The Students can meet the members of the
Career Guidance Cell, regarding any queries on
Careers and Higher Studies.
GCA-RJY-CGC
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VISIT OF
COMMISSIONER OF COLLEGIATE EDUCATION

Sri G.S. Panda Das, IAS, the Commissioner of
Collegiate Education, Andhra Pradesh, has paid his
first
visit
to
the
Government
College,
Rajamahendravaram to participate in the Governing
Body Meeting on 28 January 2017. Besides chairing
the Governing Body meeting, the Commissioner took
part in many other programs which benefit the
students of the college.
Highlights of Commissioner’s Visit:
1. A Warm Welcome:
The Commissioner was given a warm welcome by the
Principal, Staff, and students. The Commissioner was
presented a Guard of Honour by the NCC Cadets. The
Commissioner planted a sapling in the Arts Block to
mark the occasion of his first ever visit to the College.
2. Governing Body Meeting:
The Commissioner of Collegiate Education chaired the
Meeting of the Governing Body of the college for the
year
2016-17.
He
acknowledged
various
developmental activities taken up in the institution
and offered valuable suggestions.
It was an
interesting and elating coincidence that the
Commissioner’s father Sri G.S. Prakasa Rao was an
alumnus of this college.
3. Inauguration of Renovated Seminar Hall:
The Commissioner has inaugurated the seminar hall
which has been renovated with under ‘UGC-CPE
(College with Potential for Excellence) scheme. The
Seminar hall has been renovated with state of the art
facilities, for conducting seminars, workshops,
symposiums, etc., for the benefit of the students.
4. Visit to Library:
The Commissioner paid a visit to the Library of the
College which has huge number of books.
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5. Participation in Pedagogy Presentations:
The Commissioner overviewed the new Pedagogy
(Teaching strategies) presentations by faculty
members of certain departments -English, Telugu,
Chemistry, Physics, Commerce, Economics,
Political Science, Mathematics, Botany, Zoology,
Biotechnology, and Microbiology, etc. as part of
the Pilot project being implemented in the
college. He interacted with the teachers and
students who participated in the presentations
and took feedback on the effectiveness of the
new Pedagogical approaches.
-------Renowned Alumnus
Sri G.S. Prakasa Rao, father of Sri G.S. Panda Das,
IAS present Commissioner of Collegiate Education
- was an alumnus of this college. He was a student
of B.Sc Hons CBZ (1959 - 63). He was an Ex-MLA
from Yellavaram Constituency and worked as the
Hon’ble Minister of Forests, Government of
Andhra Pradesh.

Sri GS Prakasarao with Smt. Indira Gandhi

With Sri Rajeev Gandhi During Election Campaign

Sri GS Prakasarao with Sri Rajeev Gandhi
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Smt. B. Rajakumari, IPS, Superintendent of Police,
Rajahmundry Urban District
In an Interaction with the NCC Cadets in Government
College (A), Rajamahendravaram, on 31-1-2017, Smt. B.
Rajakumari, IPS, Superintendent of Police, Rajahmundry
Urban District delivered a talk on “Career Opportunities
for NCC Cadets in Police Services”. The talk was very
inspiring, informative and useful not only to the NCC
cadets but also to the general students who are serious
about their careers. Here are the highlights of her speech:
ADVICE ON CAREER PLAN
1. Assess Yourself:
 Self-assessment by the student is the best way to
build better career
 The assessment should include questions like:
o What am I?
o What I want to get?
o What is my capability?
o What is my background?
o What is my area of Interest?
o Where do I want to settle- In a Job or
Business? etc.
2. Set a Goal:
 The students have to set up a goal. Determine
what job you would like to join? Then, prepare in
a focused manner
 The students should decide what they want to
become
3. Central & State Services:
 While in young age only, the students should
concentrate and be ready for government jobs
 The students can become successful in Uniform
Jobs/ Police jobs when they do serious
preparation and practice;
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Direct Recruitment into Police Services in the
State can be at different Levels – Constables,
Sub-Inspector, DSP (Group-I Exam)
Direct Recruitment into Police Services in the
Central Government is through different
agencies
Entry into ‘Indian Police Service’ (IPS) is
through the Common Civil Services Exam
conducted by the UPSC – Union Public
Service Commission
For the higher posts in Civil Services – there
are Group-I Exams at State level (which
include posts like RDO/ CTO/ RTO/ DSP, etc.)
and UPSC at Central level (for IAS/ IPS/IRS,
etc.)
Officer Posts in Military Services are
recruited through – NDA (National Defence
Academy) exam conducted by the UPSC

4. Getting a Government Job is not so easy:


These days, getting a government job is not
so easy.
 Even for small posts like Attender, Junior
Assistant, etc., there is huge competition.
 The Technical graduates, Post Graduates and
Ph.D. Scholars also are competing to get a
small job.
 Therefore, the students pursuing their
degrees should not postpone the
preparation.
 They should start and continue their
prepareation for the exams when they are in
student life itself.
5. How to Prepare?
 Students should prepare themselves
beginning from the foundation of the
subjects
 Knowledge on the subjects like – Indian
Polity, Indian History, Indian Economy,
Science & Technology, Numerical Ability,
Reasoning, General English should be
developed as most of the exams have these
in their syllabus
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Participate in Seminars, competitions – Elocution,
Essay Writing, etc
Refer to Standard books in each field – starting
from NCERT books (6th Class to 10th Class)
Develop Communication Skills
Whether you aim for jobs in Government/
Private/ Marketing / Public Relations –
Communication Skills are important. Even to
convince a person in front of you also, you need
Communication Skills. Communication Skills are
required to influence people
Improve Writing Skills – All the candidates read
the same material but their way of presentation
differs. Writing skills help in achieving the
services
Just listening will not give good marks – write
innovatively
Invest your sweat & Blood
There is no alternative for Hardwork

6. Basics are Important:
 For any Government service – from the clerical
post to the highest civil services, Bachelor Degree
is the basic qualification
 After Degree course, the students can choose a
right career suitable to them. But the preparation
should start before they complete their degree.
 There are ample opportunities for the NCC Cadets
and others within the Uniform Services –including
– Military, Para Military, BSF, CISF, NDA, CDS
Exams.
 Most of the notifications for these jobs are
available online, the students should watch the
respective websites regularly for job notifications.
 The Students must go through the syllabus and
model question papers for a focused preparation
7. Advantage of NCC:
 NCC cadets get exposed to all of the happenings
in the state including developmental and welfare
programs. This gives them an opportunity to
develop service motive and leadership Skills. This
will help in building their future careers
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By associating with the Police and
Government officials, as part of their
programs, the NCC cadets develop broad
outlook and awareness on national issues
Police Job is a tough job. It is difficult to
perform the duties – which include traffic
management, convincing the public,
managing the media, etc., during the part of
the job. However, joining in NCC will give the
skills and experience for later use.

8. Don’t let your Parents down:
 Taking all pains and hardships, parents send
their children to colleges. So, students should
not forget this fact.
 When the parents see the students in NCC
uniform, they feel proud with a vision of
seeing them in Police job or any other
Government job. So, the students should not
let their parents down.
 After coming to college and sitting in the
classes, the students should concentrate and
focus upon their future and dreams.
 If one person (student) from a poor family
settles in a good job, the whole family gets
settled.
 So live upto the expectations of your parents.
Don’t ever let your parents down.

Success Mantras







Assess – Explore – Invest:
o Assess your capabilities
o Explore the opportunities
o Invest your Sweat & Blood
Three D’s:
o Determination – Determine what
you want
o Dedication – Dedicate yourself to the
subject/ field
o Devotion – Devote your time and
resources
Difficulties are required to lead better life –
Abdul Kalam
Be Unique and Be Different

Transcript by: Noojilla Srinivas
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It may take 2 or 3 attempts and 2 or 3 years to realize
one’s dream. Therefore, one should aim at getting
some job, and continue preparation until the dream
of Civil Services is achieved.
In my case, I used to sleep only during sleeping
hours. Remaining hours were spent in studies only.

Q: What are the difficulties and happy moments in
your job?
After her motivational speech, Smt. B. Rajakumar, IPS, Ans: When you enjoy your job, you see no
Superintendent of Police, Rajahmundry Urban has difficulties. So, I don’t feel that there are any
difficulties in my job. Happiness comes out of the
answered the questions raised by the students:
feeling that I am discharging my duties to the utmost
Q: How to prepare for Competitive Exams like Civil satisfaction of the people. So, I am happy in my job.
***
Services?
Ans: To prepare for Civil Services and other Competitive
Exams in general, begin with NCERT Text Books from 6th
class to 12th class. These books will help you to answer
more than 50% of the frequently asked questions in UPSC
Civil Services Prelims and General Studies section in any
other Competitive Exam. NCERT books give basic clarity
on various subjects like – Polity, History, Economy,
Geography, Science & Technology, etc.
Q: How many hours one has to spend to succeed in Civil
Services?
Ans: The time required for Civil Services preparation
differs from individual to individual. It depends upon the
individual’s grasping power. Generally it requires
minimum 6 Hrs a day for one year, to read, remember,
and reproduce the syllabus. One may require more hours
depending upon their grasping power. However, hard
work equals every one.
In all the competitive exams, it take at least one year to
complete the whole process. For exams like Civil Services
(UPSC/ APPSC), it consists of three phases – Prelims, 
Mains, and Interview. If a person fails to get through in
one attempt, again he has to begin right from prelims.
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An Inspiring Profile of Smt. B. Rajakumari, IPS


Smt. B. Rajakumari, IPS was born in West
Godavari District.
 She pursued her education in Telugu
Medium upto fifth standard in Government
school in Palagudem village in West Godavari
District and later studied in the Social
Welfare Residential School at Denduloor.
 She shifted to English medium while doing
B.Sc. in Eluru.
 She Completed her M.Sc. in Environmental
Sciences from Andhra University
 Before entering into Civil Services (IPS), she
worked in Andhra Pradesh Government
Service for five years.
 Ms. Rajakumari belongs to 2006 IPS batch.
 She achieved 265 rank in the UPSC Civil
Services. She had two children by then.
 She worked as trainee assistant SP in
Nalgonda and then as Nuzvid ASP and
additional SP of Nizamabad.
She worked as Commandant of APSP 6th
Battalion at Mangalagiri before she took charge
as the Superintendent of Police, Rajahmundry
Urban District.
***
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OPEN HEART WITH ENGLISH CLUB

As part of its innovative activities, the English Club
of Government College, Rajamahendravaram
organized an interesting program ‘Open Heart with
the English Club” inviting the Principal on
31.1.2017. The program started with the invitation
of Dr. R. David Kumar Swamy, Principal. Sri P.
Srisaila Sastry, In-Charge of the Department of
English and the Chief Mentor of English Club, and
other Lecturers in the Department of English Sri U.
Ramesh Babu, and Sri Noojilla Srinivas were also
present.

INTERVIEW



What is the most memorable moment in your
life?
The day when I attended my Interview for the
Lecturer Post at APPSC Office, Gruhakalpa,
Hyderabad – on 31 July, 1987.



Tell us about your family
I have a son and a daughter. Son is doing Masters
in Strategic Management in Canada. Daughter is
doing MBBS in China.



What is the best method of teaching in your
opinion?
‘Teaching through Seminars’ is the best method.



How to improve in Mathematics?
Keep doing Mathematics. Love Mathematics. Then
it creates interest. Even if you are discouraged by
someone, never lose interest.



What is your advice to Girl students?
Girls are more powerful. They can achieve
whatever they want. Girls should be brave and
focus on their goals. They should never feel that
they are weak. Mental strength is the real
strength.



How to choose a Career?
Find out available opportunities. Choose a better
one based on your interest and capabilities.
Expose yourself to such situations and experiences
related to your interest. Choose an area of interest
– it may be Tailoring or Photography or any other
area which is skill oriented. Train yourself in that
area and you will have a bright career.



How to choose the area of Research?
To do research (in Mathematics), you have to
search for your interesting areas. Study the
literature available on the subject. Search for black
cat (the research area). If you go through literature
for a considerable time, you will get clarity about
the area of research.

Dr. R. David Kumar, Principal, has answered to the
questions of the English Club Members. The
following are the excerpts of the program – ‘Open
Heart with the English Club’:







What is the secret of your Success?
“My Dedication towards my work”
What is the painful story behind your success?
Not being able to spend quality time with
family
How did you set your Career Plan?
I was very passionate about Mathematics. Sri
Sharma garu, My Mathematics Lecturer in Ideal
Degree College, Kakinada played instrumental
role in shaping my career.
Is teaching a Chance or a Choice?
For me, Teaching is a choice, not a chance.
What are the ideal qualities of a Teacher?
A Teacher must be Smart. Smartness includes
many other qualities such as good habits,
Dedication towards work, Good relations with
students, Punctuality towards class work, etc.

GCA-RJY-CGC
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If you were not a Principal, what would you be?
I believe that my nature suits better for
administrative posts and Service oriented Jobs. I
have no guidance or awareness on such.
Otherwise I would have tried for Civil
services/Group Services.
What are the memorable moments as a student
of HCU (University of Hyderabad)?
It was more academics at the Hyderabad Central
University, than other enjoyments. The life in the
University was very hectic with classes,
assignments, seminars, project works, etc. There
was little time for other entertainments. So,
there weren’t many memorable moments of
that life, other than academics.
Who is your best friend?
T. Vivekananda, my degree classmate, is still my
best friend.



What is the most challenging situation in your
life?
The most challenging situation I faced was
during my Ph.D. After doing some work on my
topic, I found that a group of Mathematicians
from Russia had already worked in the same
area. So, I had to change course of my research
work.



How is the parental influence on you?
My father Sri Bhushanam and my brother Sri
Johnson have influenced me in my life. My
father’s honesty and my brother’s guidance
helped me in shaping my career and life.
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Principal’s Message to the Students:







It is good to see that the English Club in this
college is functioning very actively
Clubs are very important in strengthening the
educational institutions
Continue the club activities with more vigour
and enthusiasm
Strengthen the club further by documenting the
activities, starting a blog for English Club, etc.
Do your duty. Happiness comes only through
satisfaction and through execution of the given
job upto the expectations.
Don’t work for results or success. Once you work
hard, results and success will automatically
come.
My Vision for the College
(Dr. R. David Kumar, Principal)

I formed a vision for this college after I joined as a
Principal. My vision is to create a “SMART Campus” –
through Smart Teachers and Smart Students.
Academic Institutions should have ambience. So, I
spent much time in giving the college a new ambience
– with Botanical garden, Landscaping, Proper lighting,
Drinking water facility, etc. Unless you have an image
(vision) in your mind, you cannot bring the results.
An Academic Institution is built on 4 pillars:

1. Curricular activities – focusing on teaching-learning
activities;
2. Co-curricular activities - such as Clubs, Seminars,
Workshops, Projects etc.
3. Extra-curricular activities – such as Sports & Games
How would you like to have the relation 4. Extensive Activities – working for the society with
between Teachers and Students?
spirit of service and responsibility towards society.
In my view both the Teachers and Students
should be SMART. The relation between them I would like to develop the college on these four
should be healthy.
pillars.
***
Who is your role model?
Transcript by: Noojilla Srinivas
I have two role models - Sri Sharma garu, my
Mathematics lecturer in Ideal College, Kakinada
and Prof. K. Viswanath, my Professor and
Research Guide in Hyderabad Central University.

GCA-RJY-CGC
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS – 2017

 Renovation of Ladies Waiting Halls, Rest Rooms,
drinking water facilities and garden watering
facilities are under way

 The college is going to revamp the entire
teaching and learning scenario by introducing a
New Pedagogy in CBCS for all papers from the
next Academic Year onwards.

 Several skill development programs have been
initiated such as TISS, Moodles, Group II
Coaching, etc.
India’s 68th Republic Day was celebrated with great
pomp and fervor at Government College,
Rajamahendravaram on 26th January 2017. Principal
Dr. R. David Kumar, hoisted the national flag. While
the parade by the NCC cadets reflected their
professional training, the Flash Mob Dance by huge
number of students of the college presented their
dancing skills.

 A number of Workshops and Seminars have been



planned in all Departments for the enhancement
of knowledge and skills.
The UGC sponsored Certificate Course in “Food
processing and Preservation Technology” has
admitted the second batch
The students of the college are taking active role
in academics, sports, NCC, NSS, Literary and
Cultural Activities

Highlights of the Principal’s Republic Day speech:
 The college has got the status of Centre with Future Programs:
Potential for Excellence (CPE).
1. Introduction of Job Oriented Restructured
 The college has received a DST-FIST Grant of
Courses with Industry Linkage
Rs. 80 Lakhs for strengthening Teaching and
2. Encouragement to Research and Development
Research Facilities in Science Departments.
3. Major Industry Tie Ups for Employment
4. Establishment of Gandhian Studies Centre.
 An Incubation Center was set up to harness
5. Digital Classrooms with WiFi Facility
innovative ideas from students.
6. Smart Campus Software Implementation
 The landscaping in the Quadrangle of the
7. Total Automation of Office And Administration
Science Block was completed. A fully
8. 24/7 Digital Library
equipped botanical garden with Green House
9. Facility for Indoor Games
and the Beautification of the front side of the
10. Separate Building for Library
college are underway.
11. Setting Up Solar System Replacing Conventional
 With an intention to save energy and make
Power.
the campus eco friendly, all the old electric
12. Setting Up Central Instrumental Laboratory
bulbs have been replaced by LED bulbs
 RO Plant has been inaugurated in the Science Source: Principal’s Republic Day Speech
Block to provide Drinking Water facility
Works have been undertaken to renovate the
Seminar Hall, Mana TV Hall, Computer Labs in
Arts, Science and Commerce Departments
along with those in the JKC in a big way.
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Visit of Sri G.S. Panda Das, IAS, Commissioner of Collegiate Education – Dt: 28-1-2017

Guard of Honour to the Commissioner
by the NCC Cades

Commissioner planning a
Sapling

Principal welcoming the Commissioner to
Governing Body Meeting

Proceedings of the Governing Body
Meeting

Commissioner at the Governing
Body Meeting

Proceedings of the Governing Body
Meeting

In the Seminar Hall

Inauguration of Renovated Seminar
Hall

In the Seminar Hall with the College Staff

Presentation of Pedagogical Practices

Feedback from students

Commissioner’s Talk on Pedagogy
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